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Z87 prescription safety glasses singapore

Our online inventory of prescription safety glasses are designed with safety, functionality, and quality in mind. Designed for those working in high-risk environments with hazardous materials and the like, our prescription safety glasses are top-range in brand and quality. With visual safety in mind, these glasses are meant to be worn in place of any
usual eyewear when workers are engaged or exposed to any risks at the workplace. These safety glasses can be extremely helpful in preventing the transfer of any hazardous dust particles or molecules, be it in a mechanical or chemical environment. Safety glasses with RX inserts are not only more effective, but they also save you more money in the
long run. The RX inserts will be filled with your prescription and inserted into the eyewear. This way, even if the safety glasses undergo some wear and tear, workers can simply replace the glasses without spending more on the prescription RX inserts. That said, workers will need a prescription for their prescription safety glasses, determined by an
eye care professional. What is the Process of Making Prescription Safety Glasses? SafetySam’s team of in-house opticians offer one-stop solutions for all your prescription safety glass needs. You have a choice of coming down to one of our optical retail stores, ordering online and having it delivered straight to you or having one of our licensed opticians
come to your workplace. Our in-house opticians are licensed by Optometrists & Opticians Board (OOB) and the Ministry of Health (MOH) Singapore. We provide the full suite of services from refraction to fitting to dispensing, so you can wear the perfect prescription safety glasses made only for your eyes. Go with SafetySam Safety and functionality
are two cornerstones of our philosophy in providing safe workwear equipment. In ensuring top-notch quality, we take the design of our products very seriously, working with the best brands out there. Not only do the prescription safety glasses have to work well, they must also be an optimal fit. With all these factors accounted for, workers may not
need to keep repurchasing safety glasses with RX inserts - saving them money in the long run. SafetySam is powered by PDS International, a company with over two decades of experience in the safety business. We provide the full range of services from consultation to Personal Protective Equipment (PPE). Protect Your Team with the Full Gear
SafetySam also offers other equipment that provide extra protection for your eyes, and these include welding goggles, laser safety eyewear and safety goggles. We also offer a wide range of other safety gear meant to keep all parts of your body safe and to protect you from hazards like poisonous chemicals, gases or fatal fires. These include footwear,
headwear, and apparel. Workplace hazards can leave you with severe burns and injuries, and might sometimes even be fatal. To guard against and to take every measure possible, keep you and your team protected so you can have peace of mind. Frequently Asked Questions About Prescription Safety Glasses What is the difference between safety
glasses and prescription safety glasses? Safety glasses are meant to protect the eyes of those who do not wear glasses and either wear contact lenses or have perfect vision. Prescription safety glasses are meant for people who wear glasses to correct issues with their vision. When people with long-sightedness or short-sightedness are required to be in
a hazardous environment, they would use their prescription safety glasses in place of their regular glasses. What standards do our safety glasses conform to? Our range of eyewear protection at SafetySam comply with two standards: Singapore’s SS473:2011 and the American USA ANSI/ISEA Z87.1-2015, ANSI Z87.1-2010 or ANSI Z87.1-2003,
ensuring that the equipment you buy has undergone rigorous testing and is of the highest quality. What are the benefits of safety glasses? All our safety glasses protect wearers from foreign particles such as flying debris, chips, dust or sparks, keeping their eyes safe. However safety glasses do not protect your eyes as much as safety goggles do,
which provide a 360-degree protection due to its tight seal. Browse all the brands we house here and make your purchase of prescription safety glasses for your workers. For more information, contact us. Worldwide! Freight cost only exclude duties/taxes All product prices are in Singapore Dollars excl taxes Free Deliveries within Singapore for
orders above SGD$99 (Subject to T&C) HOT LINE: +65 6841-2224, +65 6837-2456 +65 9815-6256 (Whatsapp Only) quotes@durasafe.com.sg www.durasafe.com.sg SAFETY | INTEGRITY | PERFORMANCE Worldwide! Freight cost only exclude duties/taxes All product prices are in Singapore Dollars excl taxes BUY NOW! PAY LATER! 0% INTEREST!
The first range of WORKSafe safety spectacles as safety eyewear for Asians was developed in 1999. Boasting Asian fit and unique features, WORKSafe safety glasses were well received upon launch. This further lead to the creation of more WORKSafe safety eyewear.The rising demand for safety glasses that offer not only maximum protection but are
also comfortable and fitting for Asians is a constant challenge to safety equipment manufacturers and suppliers. WORKSafe was developed to specially cater to the Asia market.WORKSafe spectacles are safety glasses that are not only stylishly designed but also fit better, accompanied with more outstanding features and are tested and passed local
and international safety standards.With the everchanging requirements and standards of safety products and working environments, WORKSafe continues to invest in research and development to create high quality safety eyewear that are superior in design, comfort and protection and exceed both workers and authorities’ expectations.Get your
WORKSafe glasses in Singapore with premium safety lenses at Visio Optical!WORKSafe aims to be a leader in the design and development of safety eyewear.WORKSafe eyewear is specially designed to be comfortable and fitting for Asians.WORKSafe eyewear is tested to ANSI/ISEA Z87 and SS473 standards. Prescription Integrated Side Shields 6
Base Insert on an 8 Base frame Polycarbonate Demo Lens 6 Base Curve Size: 54/18 Temple Length: 120mm Meets the EN166 FT CE standards & comes with marking Meets ANSI Z87.1-2010 standards & comes with Z87+ marking Available in Black or Transluscent Smoke *For help with getting Safety Precription Lenses, please email:
sales@safetysolutions.com.sg Download [ PRODUCT DOCUMENTATION ] ProtectionS$220NewProtectionS$260Brand newS$120Brand newS$150Brand newProtectionS$100Brand newProtectionS$150NewProtectionS$98Brand newFree shippingS$150Brand newS$150NewProtectionS$165NewS$90Brand newProtectionS$170Brand
newProtectionS$200NewProtectionS$150Brand newProtectionS$200NewProtectionS$215NewProtectionS$428Brand newProtectionS$100NewProtectionS$200NewProtectionS$215New Now, we all know the legendary and iconic normal safety glasses. We might have even worn them ourselves once or twice during activities such as science
experiments in schools, welding and other activities that put our eyes at risk. But with all that said and done, I am talking about the individuals that need safety glasses on a daily basis. Their eyes are on the line if they don’t have their safety glasses on. I am talking about welders, engineers, oil and gas, scientist and other high-impact, high-risk and
high-stress jobs. These professions need safety glasses to not only ensure the safety or their eyes but for their own comfort and ensuring that they are doing their best at work. If a scientist has prescription glasses and need to wear safety glasses as well, that’s not only uncomfortable but they just can’t focus on their jobs 100%. Wearing contact lenses
all day long? No thanks, long working hours and contact lenses are not an ideal duo. The fact is, you need these perception safety glasses because there is no need to double wear your glasses, no need to wear contact lenses and still look super stylish while you are doing your job. No more chunky, outdated safety glasses. Say bye to them and say big
HELLO to stylish yet SAFE safety glasses. Talking about these frames, what makes them different and better? Well, all the Safety Glasses are ANSI Z87.1-2015 certified which has features and benefits that eliminate distraction and irritation while keeping you focused on the task at hand. These frames are crafted with shatterproof side shields for
protection that meets ANSI standards. With these prescription safety glasses, we use 1.59 poly-carbonate lenses. They are a much more sturdy and much lighter plus thinner than your normal plastic lenses. These lenses are the best impact resistant lens in the market. All our safety glasses has been put to the test to ensure that they are the best of
the best. With certifications to prove its safety and security. Let’s talk more in depth about the certifications. The American National Standards Institute or ANSI Z87.1-2015 has establish the criteria for using, testing, choosing and maintaining eye protection to prevent or minimise injuries from eye hazards. EN 166F CE or EN166 is a standard in
which all safety frames must pass their European standards. This is a higher standard that the US or Asian equivalent and is considered the baseline for safety eyewear in the European markets. Special staff from the Occupational Safety and Health Division (OSHD) participated in various SPRING Singapore Technical Workgroups to develop and
review WSH-related Singapore Standards (SS473). This standards serves as a benchmark to assess whether reasonable practicable measures have been taken with regards to maintaining WSH standards at workplaces. Not only have we gotten the European, Singapore and American certifications, we also have the Australian and New Zealand
certifications. ANS/NZS 1337.6 is the Australian and New Zealand standard for Eye Protectors for Industrial Applications. Protective eyewear must be made and tested to comply with this specifications that has been established. This standards sets out the procedures and materials that must be used in eye protector manufacturers. It also establishes
test and performance results to ensure it’s safe to use. Kinda sound confusing? Well, worry not as we will guide you through all the specifications, certifications and all your worries. If you are working in Oil and Gas, engineering, science or you just want to have a really rugged frame and lens, visit us and book an appointment here or call us for
inquires at
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